
Liceo Artistico “Duccio di Buoninsegna” -  A.S. 2019/2020 

Programma svolto di lingua e cultura inglese – Classe II C  

Dal testo “Venture” volume 1 - Student's Book & Workbook 

 

UNIT 9 A spooky story - Party time 

Vocabulary:  Irregular verbs - Parties and festivals 

Grammar: Past simple : affirmative and negative; interrogative and short answers - Verbs and 

prepositions in questions 

Functions: Describing events in the past  

 

UNIT 10 School life  

Vocabulary:  Education: school, school subjects  

Grammar: Past continuous Vs Past simple - Subject and object questions - while, when, as 

Functions: Talking about ability -  Talking about actions in progress in the past  

Venture into culture: "Fifty years of Youth Culture"  

 

UNIT 11 Animal facts 

Vocabulary:  Animals 

Grammar: Comparative adjectives, negative comparisons, superlative adjectives. 

Functions: Making comparisons 

Speaking: Talking about the scariest day or night of your life 

Reading: "Alien invaders" 

 

UNIT 12 Future intentions - What are you going to do? 

Vocabulary:  Life events, intentions and ambitions - Illnesses, injuries and accidents  

Grammar: Be going to - after, before, when, while, when, as soon as 

Functions: Talking about future intentions, life events -  Making predictions about the future  

Reading: "My trip to Yellowstone" ;  "The greatest American President"  

 

UNIT 13 Arrangements - On Holiday 

Vocabulary:  Vehicles and transport 

Grammar: Future forms, Present continuous, Present simple - Be going to - Modal verbs will, shall 

Functions: Talking about future arrangements and timetables -  Making decisions, offers, requests, 

and promises. 
Readings: "Welcome to New Zealand", 

 

UNIT 14 Jobs in the house - Using computers 

Vocabulary:  Jobs in the house - Social networking 

Grammar: Have to / don't have to - must, mustn't 

Functions: Talking about obligation, rules and laws 

Venture into culture: "Lazy teens who don't have to cook, wash or clean" 

 

UNIT 15 Experiences - Supernatural events 

Vocabulary:  Life experiences - adverbs of manners 

Grammar: Present perfect with ever/never - irregular past participles - been Vs gone - Present 

perfect Vs Past simple - since / for, how long...? 

Functions: Talking about life experiences, how things happen 

Reading: "Amazing explorers... and survival experts" 

 

 



Dal libro di testo "Venture 2" ed. Oxford 

 

Unit 1: Relationships - Favourite possessions 

Vocabulary: Dating and relationships - Possessions. 

Grammar: Present perfect with already, just, still, yet, How long..? for, since, meet Vs know - Past 

simple with How long..? Talking about recent actions, unfinished actions and situations. 

Reading:  "Runaway weddings" 

 

Unit 2: A Geography trip - The Environment 

Vocabulary: Geographical features - The Environment 

Grammar:  Modal verbs will, may, might - Zero and first conditional, if, when, unless - Talking 

about future possibilities - Talking about situations and results. 

Reading: "Be a green teen" 
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